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Duterte regime acquires 15% of P10.3 Trillion with less transparency: Calooy
BUSINESSMAN Rey E.
Calooy said the Philippines
now has P10.3 Trillion in
foreign and domestic debts.
This will be paid by the present generation and beyond,
including still unborn Filipinos.
Calooy, president of the
Filipino-Cebuano Business
Club, said that in most cases
of world banking, those who
have approved loans are people with money.
To be specific, Calooy
said that the Philippines’
debt based on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ratio is
54 percent. If this is a pizza
pie and you slice it, the 54
percent is debt while the remaining 46 percent is the
only thing left, so that if the
creditors want full payment,
we cannot pay right away.
Calooy said the fiscal
policy management is being
handled by the administration, while the monetary policy management is the mandate of Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP).
He said that when former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo left Malacañang in 2010, the foreign
and domestic debt totaled 49
percent. But when the term
of former President Benigno
“Noynoy” Aquino III ended

in 2016, the foreign and domestic debt was reduced to
only 39 percent. So, if that
was a pizza pie and you sliced
it, 39 percent was debt and
the 61 percent was owned by
Filipinos.
“During the time of Noynoy Aquino, we paid our debt
more and borrowed less. So,
the value of peso strengthened. The price of diesel fuel
at that time was P20 per liter.
The peso was strong against
the dollar resulting to lesser
needs of money to import
goods,” Calooy said.
“When Noynoy Aquino
was able to reduce the foreign and domestic debt from
49 to 39 percent, even if he
did not increase taxes like
excise tax on fuel, cigarettes
and alcohol, the Philippine

By: ELIAS O. BAQUERO
government did not borrow
much. Now, the administration of President Rodrigo Duterte strictly imposed
big taxes on fuel (diesel and
gasoline) which resulted to
skyrocketing of prices which
immediately added burden
to the entire Filipino citizenry,” Calooy said.
Of the 54 percent foreign
and domestic debt, 39 percent were borrowed by several past administrations of
former Presidents Ferdinand
E. Marcos, Corazon C. Aquino, Fidel V. Ramos, Joseph
E. Estrada, Arroyo and Noynoy, while the 15 percent was
acquired by Duterte, with
less transparency on how he
used it.

In borrowings, the creditors will become richer. The
borrowers will become poorer. It is a fact that there are
borrowers who fail to pay,
and there are borrowers who
are good in handling debts.
He said that the Philippines is an emerging economy. In our present situation,
we are on the second investment grade. The investment
grade which started in the
previous
administration
means if you have good investment grade, the administration is good in handling
the fiscal policy management.
The international credit
rating agency like Standard
and Poor, JP Morgan, among
others, will give you good
credit rating if you are good

in handling fiscal management.
However, the Moodest, one of the credit rating
agencies, signaled that the
Philippines is in a “Worrying State.” They are worried
of the ballooning debts of
the Duterte administration.
The debts went high, but the
Covid-19 pandemic also went
high.
“It is just like saying. We
lend you huge sum of money in response to Covid-19
but there is no effect. So,
credit-rating agencies in
the world are worried if the
Philippines can pay back its
debts,” Calooy said.
In effect, the next Filipino generations will pay bigger taxes. Our debts will be
paid, not by the politicians
who caused these big debts
but by the next generations
and the still unborn Filipinos, Calooy added.
He believed that today’s
leaders who obtained skyrocketing debts will be already dead 20 years from
now and those who are born
today, and tomorrow will be
20 years old from now and
will be joining the working
force of the business sector
and will be the ones who will
pay these foreign and domestic debts.
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Shipping hit by less passengers,
cargoes but higher fuel prices
AN OFFICIAL of Roble
Shipping Corporation said
that it is unfortunate that
while there is less passengers and cargoes at this time
of Covid-19 pandemic, fuel
prices keep on increasing.
Roble Shipping President Joey Roble told Cebu
Business Week their more
than 30 passenger and cargo
vessels are adversely affected
by the pandemic and 30 percent of its workforce cannot
be rehired due to redundancy.
Roble said that their passenger vessels did not anymore follow their normal
schedules and are plying its
routes every other day due to
less volume of passengers.
He said that before the
pandemic, the daily passengers of Roble Shipping were
about 3,000 to 5,000. Now,

it is less than 500.
Roble said that when
the government started to
impose lockdowns in March
2020, their vessels were
docked and on standby at

REP. BENJAMIN Canama of Coop NATCCO Party-List is happy that President Rodrigo Duterte has
signed into law RA 11535 last
April 13, 2021 mandating
all Local Government Units
(LGUs) to appoint the position of cooperative development officer (CDO).
This means that all municipalities, cities and provinces shall appoint their
respective CDOs, said Rep.

Canama, who hails from Tangub City in Mindanao and
whose roots are in Cebu.
Although Mandaue City
and Cebu City both have
their respective Cooperative
Development Councils (Cebu
City Cooperative Development Council in case of the
City of Cebu), only Mandaue
City has CDO.
Republic Act 11535 has
mandated CDOs to take
charge of the development of

Pier area due to travel prohibition which lasted for several months.
When sea travel was reopened, authorities allowed
only the Overseas Filipino

Workers (OFWs) and Locally
Stranded Individuals (LSIs)
to board. Oftentimes, a vessel with a capacity of 500
passengers has only 50 passengers on board.

Roble
shipping
has
routes from Cebu to Hilongos, Baybay, Ormoc City and
Tacloban City in Leyte.
This time, Roble said the
government has allowed normal travels on these areas if
people will follow protocols
like wearing face mask, social
distancing and hand washing. Yet, there are still few
passengers.
“Maybe, the people are
still afraid to travel for fear
that they may be contract
Covid-19. Secondly, there are
still no face-to-face classes so
students are staying at home.
Thirdly, people above 65
years old and children below
20 years are not yet allowed
to travel,” Roble said.
He said that because of
Covid-19, the people’s priority is health, not travel. ELIAS
O. BAQUERO

Duterte signs law mandating coop officers
cooperatives registered with
the Cooperative Development
Authority (CDA).
The law provides that the
CDO is tasked primarily of
leading the identification of
groups, sectors, or communities that may be organized into
cooperatives with the objective
to uplift the living condition of
the people, and be the vehicle
in poverty reduction, job creation and socio-economic development of the municipali-

ty, city or province.
RA 11535 mandates the
CDO to provide assistance to
prospective cooperatives by
guiding them in the conduct
of pre-registration seminars
on people who want to organize a cooperative.
The CDO shall also provide technical assistance and
other forms of help to enhance cooperative’s viability
as an economic enterprise.
RA 11535 also tasked CDO

to assist cooperatives in the
development and implementation of the risk management
plans and business continuity
plans as a response to anticipated calamities and disasters.
RA 11535 has amended
RA 7160 or the Local Government Code of 1991 and
will be effective 15 days after
its publication in the Official
Gazette or in a newspaper of
general circulation. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO

VECO to renegotiate contracts with power suppliers
TO REDUCE power rates
in Cebu, the Visayan Electric
Co. (VECO) will be holding a
Competitive Selection Process (CSP) for power supply
agreements and renegotiate
contracts with some of its
power suppliers.
VECO’s move came after the Mandaue Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
(MCCI) asked the power utility firm to help the business
sector get back on its feet
by slashing electricity rates
through renegotiation of
power contracts.
“We understand the dif-

ficulties
that
our customers
are facing now
that we are in a
pandemic and
the
Visayan
Electric management has
decided that this is one way
of helping our customers,
both the public and business
sectors,” VECO President
and Chief Operating Officer,
Engineer Raul Lucero, said.
Steven Yu, president of
MCCI, welcomed VECO’s response to their calls.
“We hope to deliver what

is best for the Cebuanos especially with the pandemic
ravaging our economies and
businesses. We will work
to make our business landscape as competitive and as
conducive to doing business
as much as possible,” Yu
said.
VECO’s electricity rate

for the month
of February is
at P10.41 kWh.
Lucero said
they will initiate the CSP
‘as soon as all
documentary
requirements are ready’.
MCCI will also participate in the CSP as the Third
Party members of the Bids
and Awards Committee, Yu
said.
“This is part of our effort to make our process
transparent. We are always
willing to work with our

stakeholders in unpacking
their concerns and finding a
reasonable solution,” Lucero
said.
Yu said they accepted the
invitation of VECO to participate in TPBAC (Third Party
Bids and Awards Committee)
to help attain the objectives
of transparency in the process.
Veco supplies electricity
to major cities and localities
in Cebu such as the cities
of Cebu, Mandaue, Talisay, Naga, and the towns of
Liloan, Consolacion, Minglanilla, and San Fernando.
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Rama clarifies Carbon
modernization issues

CEBU City Vice Mayor
Michael “Mike” Rama has
issued a public statement
dated April 18, 2021 to clarify issues once again regarding the controversial Carbon
Market modernization program.
Rama, a lawyer, said that
conjectures flew when they
suggested postponing the
groundbreaking of the new
Cebu Carbon Market.
“My intent is to cure the
vulnerable Joint Venture
Agreement or JVA between
the City of Cebu and Megawide Construction Corp. so
that it would stand on solid
ground, strong enough to
avoid any attack of its integrity,” Rama said.
Rama shared the facts
and the reasons of his stand
on the issue.
“Again, I am not against
the project. There are aspects
in the JVA that needs to be
corrected before construction begins to ensure that the
deal is just to the City, the
stakeholders of Carbon, and
even the developer.
“Thus, a Memorandum
of Agreement (MOA) is very
much needed to cover, first
the agreements made with
the vendors at the Mayor’s
Office last March 23 and the
others, including myself as a
taxpayer, which still need to
be addressed in open democratic discussion.”
“During the session before the City Council approved the JVA at 10-8 on
Jan. 6, 2021, I then pointed
out, when I stepped down as
presiding officer and be part
as member, some disturbing
facts and lapses of procedure
noted by my legal consultant that must be addressed,
along with the need to produce documents to support
the legitimacy and fairness of
the deal.”
“Second is the procedure
in the manner the City forged
the JVA. It should have a
public hearing. For the greater part, it puts in question
the legitimacy of the contract
that can be challenged in a
court of law.”
Being an undertaking or

a contract of great local importance, a public hearing
is highly recommended to
avoid it being assailed as “lutong macao”, especially that
the JVA is a 50-year agreement.
An ordinance that carries penalty requires a public
hearing as part of the process. The public hearing will
guide the Council on better
judgment of the propriety of
the ordinance. How much
more for this JVA of 50
years? If properly approved,
it can be defended.
By Parliamentary Procedure, majority prevailed last
Jan. 6, regardless of the validity of the concerns.
He said the Council

members only had less than
a month to review the JVA. It
was given only a few days before the Christmas holidays,
not much time for thorough
open discussion that would
allow scrutiny.
Rama does not wish to
stop this project. He has been
most aggressive in terms of
progressive projects. But he
is also very staunch in doing
things right. More than their
advocacy for progress is their
duty to protect the welfare
and interest of their constituents and to uphold the law.
“The public knows Carbon Market more as Units 1,
2 and 3, not what we know
as Freedom Park and Warwick Barracks. The public is

not aware that the Carbon
we associate with in this area
will become no more,” Rama
said.
He said the JVA allows
Megawide to develop it for
commercial purposes, not
for the current vendors.
What will remain of the Carbon Market we know will
be lumped into the planned
buildings at Freedom Park
and Warwick Barracks.
Rama added that propriety needs to be clarified in
Freedom Park and Warwick
Barracks, especially that
these bear cultural and historical heritage. Otherwise,
the JVA becomes vulnerable.
Be that as it may, let it
be clear on record that I am

fighting for the restoration of
Freedom Park, much more
that its preservation is mandated by the National Historical Commission, he said.
Rama said it is a clearly
established fact that most
members of the City Council,
whether belonging to majority or minority, either failed
or lacked ample time to read
the entirety of the JVA.
He said that this is a
matter of accountability. As a
public office is a public trust,
we are morally bound to
thoroughly discuss the terms
of the contract, and ensure
it is not grossly disadvantageous to the City and the
stakeholders of Carbon.
He added that City Councilor Nestor Archival asked
on Jan. 6 to defer any act on
the JVA for a week to allow
councilors to review it with
scrutiny. “I asked to defer the
groundbreaking on March
24, 2021 so we could first
cure potential concerns of
the same JVA.”
Rama said that if the
Council members are given
time to dissect the JVA yet
on Jan. 6, such proposition
as calling for public hearing
should have been insisted by
anyone to avoid the perception of it as lutong macao.
Now, such contract ideally
can be referred as “giluto ta
sa atong kaugalingong mantika.”
Rama added that more
scrutiny should be made to
determine if the City’s annual guaranteed shares from
the market operations is a
fair deal. How much does
the City now earn from Carbon?
“I trust that Megawide
will uphold its sense of corporate responsibility. While I
am protecting the interest of
the City and the stakeholders
of Carbon, it is also their interest that gets protected in
the long run,” Rama said.
“I am confident it will
be open to similarly cure the
JVA so it will stand on solid ground, strong enough to
fend off any attack on its integrity,” Rama said. ELIAS O.
BAQUERO
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Is he dumb or out of touch?
Did
supporters
of President Rodrigo
Duterte find it dumb
when he admitted the
lack of vaccines in the
Philippines? The president, during his talk
to the nation on April
15, 2021, said the only
vaccines we had were
those we got from China. “When will we have
Weekly Notes
the stocks sufficient to Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
vaccinate the people? I
really do not know. Nobody knows.”
Coming from the president, I found the statements
dumb. I remember that a week after his 2020 State of
the Nation Address (Sona), President Duterte proudly
revealed that his plan against Covid-19 revolved around
getting vaccines. In the following months, there was
this frenzy to secure vaccines from suppliers, be these
donated or purchased, by the national administration
and local governments units. However, December
2020 came. Other countries began their vaccination
campaigns. The first batch of donated vaccines from
China arrived only in Feb. 2021. An enthusiastic President Duterte personally met the arrival at the airport.
He then promised to personally visit China soon and
personally thank the Chinese President Xi Zinping.
But when will sufficient stocks arrive so the country
can start seriously start the vaccination program for 70
million Filipinos and thus achieve herd immunity hopefully by the end of the month? After all these time, President Duterte saying he does not know when vaccine
stocks will be enough makes him look dumb if he is not.
In another message, President Duterte said many
will die because of the lack of vaccines. Still in another
message, the president described as “maliit na bagay”
the recent rise in Covid-19 cases especially in Metro
Manila. Suffering from a mild Covid-19 case here in
Cebu, I know Covid-19 is not ‘maliit na bagay.’ Still, I
had all the time reading about these developments. I
could only ask if President Duterte is dumb, just outof-touch, or both?
The difference
President Duterte suddenly disappears without a
word for two weeks as his aides say some presidential
guards got positive. When he showed himself, he went
into a tirade against detained senator Leila de Lima.
Vice President Leni Robredo, on the other hand,
cancels a trip and posts an explanation on her Facebook. A close-in bodyguard got positive. This meant
Robredo had also to go into quarantine. However, because she was asymptomatic, her spokesman Barry
Gutierrez said, she continued supervising her projects.
(Emmanuel Mongaya is co-founder and director for
Strategic Communications of PRWorks Inc. He is also
a member of the Political Officers League of the Philippines (POLPHil). DM @anol_cebu)
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Open the Economy or Vaccines?
Government officials talk
about opening the economy
like a magic pill to address
the crisis our country faces.
President Rodrigo Roa Duterte looked like he had no clue
about the wisdom of easing
or continuing the lockdown
in Metro Manila amid the
continuing surge in Covid-19
cases.
Our country’s best hospitals are in the area. But
Covid-19 patients line up
outside the emergency departments with only hope of
getting a bed, not yet an ICU
bed. We read about sad stories of whole families huddled outside hospitals. Some
managed to get a bed in hospitals outside Metro Manila.
A bed is only vacated with
the death, not recovery, of a
patient.

Atty. Gerardo Carillo
Chairman

The rate of new infections daily remained within
the range of 10,000-15,000.
The surge has not just
overwhelmed the health system in Metro Manila. Top
corporations are being paralyzed when their executives
go down with Covid-19. For
instance, just the absence
of key accounting personnel
in Makati undermines the
processing of payments of
the firm nationwide. What
happens when a branch or
subcontractor here in Metro Cebu would not get their
checks for several weeks?
President Duterte talked about the need to open
the economy because people
need to work and earn. They
need to eat. But how can businesses thrive with no customers going out of their homes?
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President

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Elias O. Baquero

Editor

VP-Finance
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The point is to address
first the health situation.
Aside from the usual problems the country faced and
failed to solve in 2020, we
are failing in getting enough
vaccines to inoculate some
70 million Filipinos.
Cebu is in a particularly
difficult situation. The Cebu
City leadership has so far
failed to address the health
situation even as it entered
other controversies like the
Carbon privatization project.
At the provincial level, Gov.
Gwen Garcia believes her focus on less strict health protocols has helped the economy.
But are officials serious
about vaccinations? How
many doses of vaccines are
so far consumed? How many
doses do we have?
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Third Covid vaccine dose likely needed within a year

BIZBITS

Manny de los Santos Rabacal

Pfizer
CEO
Albert
Bourla said people will
“likely” need a booster
dose of a Covid-19 vaccine
within 12 months of getting fully vaccinated. He
said it is possible people
will need to get vaccinated against the coronavirus
annually. The comment
comes after Johnson &
Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky
told CNBC in February
that people may need to

get vaccinated against
Covid-19 annually, just
like seasonal flu shots.
Researchers still do not
know how long protection against the virus lasts
once someone has been
fully vaccinated. Pfizer
said earlier this month
that its Covid-19 vaccine
was more than 91% effective at protecting against
the coronavirus and more
than 95% effective against
severe disease up to six
months after the second
dose. Moderna’s vaccine,
which uses technology like
Pfizer’s, was also shown to
be highly effective at six
months. Pfizer’s data was
based on more than 12,000
vaccinated participants.
However, researchers say
more data is still needed to determine whether
protection lasts after six
months. In February, Pfizer and BioNTech said they
were testing a third dose
of their Covid-19 vaccine
to better understand the
immune response against

new variants of the virus.
Late last month, the National Institutes of Health
started testing a new
Covid vaccine from Moderna in addition to the one
it already has, designed
to protect against a problematic variant first found
in South Africa. Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel
told CNBC on Wednesday
that the company hopes
to have a booster shot for
its two-dose vaccine available in the fall. (CNBC)
oOo
China’s economy expanded at its fastest pace
in record in the first quarter, data showed on Friday
(Apr 16), in a sharp turnaround from its historic contraction caused by
the coronavirus outbreak.
The world’s second-largest economy was the only
major one to grow at all
in 2020, supported by
industrial activity and
better-than-expected exports as the virus hit markets around the world.

While the disease first
emerged in central China
in late 2019, the country
was also the quickest to
bounce back after authorities imposed strict control
measures and consumers
stayed home. Although
the GDP figure was slightly below forecasts in an
AFP survey of economists,
it still marks the fastest
pace since records began
three decades ago. (CNA)
oOo
U.S. retail sales rose
by the most in 10 months
in March as Americans
received additional pandemic relief checks from
the government and increased COVID-19 vaccinations allowed broader
economic re-engagement,
cementing
expectations
for robust growth in the
first quarter. The brightening economic prospects
were underscored by other data on Thursday showing first-time claims for
unemployment
benefits
tumbled last week to the

lowest level since March
2020, when mandatory
closures of nonessential
businesses were enforced
to slow the spread of the
first
COVID-19
wave.
Though output at factories rebounded modestly
last month amid a global semi-conductor chip
shortage that is hurting
automobile plants, manufacturing remains underpinned by the strong domestic demand. The upbeat data, which followed
on the heels of recent reports showing inflation
heating up, will likely not
shift the Federal Reserve’s
ultra-easy monetary policy stance. Retail sales rebounded 9.8% last month,
the largest increase since
May 2020, the Commerce
Department said. Data
for February was revised
higher to show sales dropping 2.7% instead of 3.0%
as previously reported.
(Reuters)
(mannyrabacal1144@
gmail.com)

President Sergio Osmeña’s appointees in Samar (Part IV)

Cebu Legal
Pedia

Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

Don Sergio Suico Osmena Sr. was the only
Cebuano who became
the Liberator President
and rebuilt the country
by appointing officials
to govern the local government units. He made
the Provincial Capitol of
Leyte in Tacloban City as
the national capitol and
held office thereat. The
Leyte-Samar
Provinces
used to compose of what
was known as the 9th

Senatorial District. Here
were his appointees in the
Province of Samar (now
divided into Eastern Samar, Northern Samar and
Western Samar):
Melchor B. Abawag,
Teofilo Manatad, Mariano
Totana, Patricio Rabon,
Graciano Babali, and Pedro Cobarrubias, appointed Acting Councilors of
Wright, Samar, October 5,
1945.
Elias D. Gonzales, appointed Acting Mayor, and
Valentino de la Cruz, Acting Vice Mayor of Guiuan,
Samar, October 6, 1945.
Diego D. Aranda, Toribio C. Villanueva, Deonato Alde, Platon Darang, Nicasio Gigata, and
Nicolas Calamplano, appointed Acting Councilors
of Guiuan, Samar, October 6, 1945.
Custodio Disnar, appointed Acting Mayor, and
Filadelfo Aliman, Acting
Vice Mayor of Gandara,
Samar, October 6, 1945.
Concepcion
Ramos,
Arsenio Cinco, Anselmo

Guantic, Bienvenido Abella, Eulogio Surralpa, and
Filadelfo Diaz, appointed
Acting Councilors of Gandara, Samar, October 6,
1945.
Marcelo Opalalio, appointed Acting Mayor, and
Julio Cabael, Acting Vice
Mayor of Dolores, Samar,
October 6, 1945.
Emiliana S. Picardo,
Ceferino Oligario, Jose
Odicta, and Lucindo J.
Benitez, appointed Acting
Councilors of Dolores, Samar, October 6, 1945.
Jose Estonillo, appointed Acting Mayor, and
Nicasio Lopez, Acting Vice
Mayor of Oras, Samar, October 6, 1945.
Daniel Lamuntad, Fermin Donceras, Evarista N.
Capito, Pedro Montances,
Pedro Montallana, and
Marin A. Doncaras, appointed Acting Councilors
of Oras, Samar, October 5,
1945.
Pastor Arsenio, appointed Acting Mayor,
and Sabas Duran, Acting
Vice Mayor of Salcedo, Sa-

mar, October 6, 1945.
Ponciano Colis, Agapita Glomagbas, Arsenio
Quirante, Severo Chua,
Jose
Cabugawan,
and
Nicolas Duran, appointed
Acting Councilors of Salcedo, Samar, October 6,
1945.
Jose C. Orteza, appointed, ad interim, Provincial Treasurer and Assessor of Samar, July 14,
1945.
Filemon Singzon, appointed, ad interim, Register of Deeds of Samar,
July 14, 1945.
Cesareo C. Singson,
appointed, ad interim,
Justice of the Peace of
Catbalogan, Samar, July
14, 1945.
Pio K. Tabunda, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Basey,
Samar, July 14, 1945.
Gregorio Abogado, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Dolores, Oras, Jipapad and
Maslog, Samar, July 14,
1945.
Alberto S. Lim, ap-

pointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Bobon,
Catarman, and Mondragon, Samar, July 14, 1945.
Porfirio Operario, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Taft
and Sulat, Samar, July 14,
1945.
Simon Lentejas appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Hernani, Samar, July 14, 1945.
Leovigildo B. Mijares, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of
Gandara and the Municipal District of Matuguinao, Samar, July 14, 1945.
Clarencio Galagos, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Santa
Margarita, Samar, July 14,
1945.
Marciano
Chitongco, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace
of Pambujan and Laoang,
Samar, July 14, 1945.
Celedonio Alcazar, appointed, ad interim, Justice of the Peace of Palapag
and Catubig, Samar, July
14, 1945. (end of series)
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Second Bike Thru Experience

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

On April 17, 2021, the
Sugbo Bike Lanes conducted another Bike Thru Experience with Councilors
Jerry Guardo, the Chairman of the City Council’s Committee on Public
Works, and Councilor Dondon Honteviros, chairman
of the Council’s Committee
on Sports and members of
the Sugbo Bike Lanes Commission.

The activity started at
the City Hall grounds passing through Magallanes St.,
then proceeding to the New
Cebu City Medical Center and passing N. Bacalso
Avenue and then going to
Labangon, Tisa, F. Llamas
St., turning left to to N. Bacalso veered left Vestil St.
towards SRP and pedalled
down at the SRP Seaview
lane, the home of Sugbo
Bikers.
With the councilors
and commission members
are 30 trainees of the Sugbo Bike Patrol who shall be
manning the newly established bike lanes in the City
once they are hired. The
City of Cebu thru the Sugbo Bike Lanes Board will
be engaging services of sixty personnel who shall be
trained to become the bike
lanes patrol. They shall
monitor the city bike lanes
and implement the national laws and city ordinances
relating to the establishment of bike lanes and traf-

fic laws.
Traversing the lanes, we
noticed significant changes
in the behavior if our commuters and motorists. Bikers started to use the lanes
and the vehicles giving way
to the users of the lane although pedestrians also
utilize the lane think that
these are extensions of the
sidewalk as it safe with the
bollards on. However, in
areas in F Llamas and Katipunan were carenderias,
siomai stands and sari-sari
stores, taxi cabs and vehicles continued to park.
But again, our bikers
and motorist alike should
be reminded that that the
following are considered as
prohibited acts in the lanes
in accordance with Section
8 of the City Ordinance No.
2408, to wit: a) No person
shall create obstructions
along the Sugbo Bike lanes
such as but not limited to,
sidewalk vending, dumping
of construction materials
and loading and unloading

of goods and unfinished
construction work except
in emergency cases or situations. b) No person operating a motor vehicle shall
drive less than three (3)
feet away from the biker/
cyclist while in Sugbo Bike
lanes except to park when
parking is allowed or to enter or leave the sad lane or
prepare for a road turn; c)
No biker shall bike under
the influence of alcohol and
prohibited substances; d)
No person operating a bicycle on a highway shall ride
on a bike other than permanent and regular seat;
e) No person shall operate
a bike on a roadway unless
he or she is equipped with
proper brakes, lights, reflector and safety gear; f)
No biker shall cling to another vehicle while driving;
and g) No biker shall do
any exhibition and stunts
on the Sugbo Bike Lanes,
such as riding on the handlebars and “step nut” riding and the likes.

Ordinance 2408 likewise provides penalties
for those who shall violate
the prohibitions, to wit: a)
For failure to provide bike
racks/parking facilities as
required under Section 6
hereof: For establishments
operating for business and
for establishment operating not for business: A
fine of ONE THOUSAND
PESOS (P1,000.00) for
the first offense. A fine of
three (P3000) for the second offense. A fine of five
thousand (P5000) for the
third offense. b) for commission of any of the prohibited acts under section 8
hereof: A fine of five hundred pesos (P500.00) for
the first offense. A fine of
One thousand five hundred
(P1500) for the second offense.
As we drive through the
lanes, we conform to what
is stipulated in our statutes
– _*”Those who have less
in wheels must have more
in the road.”*_

Between truth and lies: Infiltration and red-tagging

The Labor Front
Art Barrit

Tripartism and social
dialogue are keys in maintaining industrial peace.
Thus,
the
government
through the Department
of Labor and Employment
(DOLE) along with other
national government agencies (NGAs), business organizations, trade unions and
workers associations discuss and negotiate issues
of common interest relat-

ing to economics and social
policies.
Predicated on this, focusing to the needs of the
labor sector and its social
partner, through good governance, dialogue and partnership is the government’s
response in maintaining
industrial peace.
But what is the role of
the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) in executing programs of the National Task Force to End
Local Communist Armed
Conflict
(NTF-ELCAC),
enumerating among others, provisions and salient
features of the Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA) of 2020 towards the labor sector?
Not enough and contented, the military also
invokes Executive Order
(EO) 70 series of 2018. An
EO signed December 4,
institutionalizes a “wholeof-nation approach” in attainment of the collective
aspiration of the people to
enjoy inclusive and sustainable peace.
President Duterte created NTF-ELCAC in De-

cember 2018 as his administration’s definitive vehicle that mobilizes the entire
bureaucracy, its networks
and resources to crush the
50-year-old communist rebellion, one of the key campaigns promises together
with a labor issue, ending
labor practice on contractualization or ‘endo’.
Is this his final gambit
to end insurgency? Your
guess is as good as mine.
Back to the workers’ issues. In the industrial and
business sector, the AFP,
along with various government agencies, employers’
and employees’ representatives and other stakeholders conducted a virtual
awareness forum, entitled
- Between Truth and Lies:
CPP-NPA Exploitation of
Industrial and Business
Sector for Resource Generation.”
The military is conducting the program for
both labor and the business
sectors, whom the armed
forces considered most vulnerable, in the so-called
communist infiltrated ar-

eas to raise awareness on
the exploitation being done
by the communist terrorist
groups (CTGs).
What’s the score so
far? The profiling and terrorist-tagging of progressive workers’ organizations including a network
of workers’ unions in the
government is tantamount
to union busting by the
government, stated Annie
Geron, President of Public
Services Labor Independent Confederation.
“The supposed protector of trade unions rights
in the public sector has become its own tormentor”,
Geron added.
The relentless arrest
and imprisonment of union
leaders in the so-called
communist infiltrated areas of Calabarzon (Cavite,
Laguna, Batangas, Rizal
and Quezon) region allegedly perpetrated by the
agents of the state are no
longer imaginary but real,
added the fiery statement
released by the Nagkaisa
labor coalition.
Labor unions in the

country continuously conduct organizing drives
without let-up to the business locators inside the
export processing zones
(EPZs).
“The right of workers
to self-organization is an
inherent right”, asserts the
Nagkaisa labor coalition.
As long as issues on
core labor standards, a set
of four fundamental, universal and indivisible human rights are not met,
workers are easy targets
of recruitment by the socalled enemies of the state
particularly the CTGs of the
CPP-NPA.
Among the exploited
labor issues and concerns
being cited as the root of
all problems, are issues on
general labor standards
such as underpayment of
wages, non-payment or
non-provision of wage related benefits and leave
credits, issue on occupational safety and health,
like non-provision of safe
working environment and
non-provision of welfare
facilities.
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US to extend more
economic assistance to PH

AS THE US and the Philippines mark their 75 years of
diplomatic relations, the US
government pledged to continue extending economic assistance to the Philippines in the
form of grants for infrastructure
projects, investment insurance
coverage, technical and sustainability assistance.
Ambassador Jose Manuel
Romualdez cited strong economic ties between the two
allies at the Virtual Economic
Briefing entitled, “PH-US at 75:
Strengthening Ties through Sustainable Recovery”, organized
by the Philippine Embassy in
Washington.
The United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) has committed additional
funds to the Philippines’ vaccine
program as President Duterte’s
chief economic manger supported an appeal to nations with excess vaccine supplies to release
them as soon as possible.

PH-US, 75 YEARS AND COUNTING: AT THE VIRTUAL ECONOMIC BRIEFING (BOTTOM LEFT, COUNTERCLOCKWISE) ARE PHILIPPINE ENERGY SECRETARY ALFONSO G. CUSI; PHILIPPINE AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA JOSE MANUEL G. ROMUALDEZ; VIRTUAL EVENT HOST,
NEWS ANCHOR MS. ANNALISA BURGOS; PHILIPPINE FINANCE SECRETARY CARLOS G. DOMINGUEZ; AND PHILIPPINE TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY ARTHUR P. TUGADE.

Speaking before senior executives of American and Philippine companies on Wednesday, April 15, Gloria Steele, USAID acting administrator said
the US development agency will
provide additional $3.5 million
to support the country’s delivery of COVID-19 vaccines.

Javiera Gallardo, Director
for Southeast Asia program at
the US Chamber of Commerce
Country lead for the Philippines, pointed out that the
Philippines has 19 percent tariff advantage than the Chinese
goods, which are slapped with
25 percent retaliatory tariff

US funding Development
Finance Corp. (DFC) COO David
Marchick also urged the private
sector businesses to tap their
huge fund of $60 billion of investment capacity to invest, lend
and provide insurance to private
sector companies in developing countries. Currently, the US

agency DFC has $33 portfolio of
investments in 106 countries.
Under its new and expanded mandate, DFC has the capacity to lend more, invest in equity
and provide insurance to private sector companies involved
in developing countries like the
Philippines in priority areas of
the Biden administration such
as climate, health, gender equity, telecom and internet, and
inclusive growth.
He encouraged the Philippines to identify a list of projects
that DFC can invest in.
Major US firms operating
in the Philippines also affirmed
their commitment to continue
investing in the country. These
include global beverage giant
Coca-Cola, IBM Philippines and
Flour International. From the
Philippines’ businesses, PLDT,
Jollibee, and Ayala Corp. also
vowed continued to expand in
the US market and cooperation
with US businesses.

Phoenix offers affordable LPG canisters
INDEPENDENT player
Phoenix Petroleum Philippines
Inc. has offered more affordable liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) canisters for lower income consumers amid the lingering pandemic.
Phoenix Super LPG brand
started with the LPG canister offering in the Visayas and
Mindanao markets through
a partnership with Philippine
Eco-Gas Producer Cooperative
(PEPC).

Since 2019, this has become a thriving alternative
for the cooking fuel needs of
families.
The canisters are originally made of stainless steel, but
a more lightweight and less
expensive aluminum type has
also been made available in
the market. The capacity of the
LPG canister hovers at 200
grams – and this can last for
two (2) hours of cooking time,
depending on the usage of the

consumer.
Data provided by the PEPC
shows that a total of 500,000
stainless steel canisters and
200,000 aluminum canisters
are already circulating in the Visayas-Mindanao markets.
Henry Albert Fadullon,
president and chief executive
officer of Phoenix Petroleum,
said that Super LPG canister
“aims not only to make the
cooking fuel more affordable
for Filipinos but to enhance

household safety as well.
This is a way also to move
Filipino consumers away from
traditional cooking fuels such as
wood, kerosene and charcoal,
as well as single-use butane
canisters, Fadullon said.
He
emphasized
that
“making LPG more accessible
to the most common Filipino
consumers helps make communities safer and more resilient against fire accidents and
emergencies.”

Fadullon further pointed
out the LPG business segment
of the oil firm “has proven to
be a bright spot despite the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic with
cooking fuel deemed essential
by Filipino consumers.”
The company said its LPG
business unit logged 32-percent
year-on-year volume growth
last year; and it’s not only in the
Philippines that its sales had
been booming; but also in its
offshore market of Vietnam.

EO 127 allows banks to set up own satellites
BANGKO Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Governor Benjamin
E. Diokno is proposing to allow
banks to set up their own satellite broadband for its digital or
branchless operations.
On March 10, President
Rodrigo Duterte issued Executive Order (EO) 127, allowing
banks, or a consortium of banks
to operate their own satellite
broadband for their operations
to the benefit their consumers.
He cited as example Indonesia’s Bank Rakyat which put
up its own banking satellite
in 2016. “The bank deployed

51,000 antennas or teleports
to connect their regional
branches and ATMs nationwide. We hope that many of
our local financial service providers can replicate the Bank
Rakyat experience.”
Diokno said the EO will apply not only to banks or a consortium of banks but also banks
in conjunction with other local
financial services provider.
The BSP was able to secure this EO as chair of the inter-agency Financial Inclusion
Steering Committee (FISC).
The IRR was supposed to

have been released last April 10
but the Philippine Space Agency (PhilSa) requested for an
extension in submitting its own
comments to the Department
of Information and Communications Technology (DICT).
The new EO permits
non-enfranchised but registered Internet Service Providers ISPs and value-added service providers to directly access satellite systems to build
broadband facilities. There are
currently 14 satellites that cover the Philippines.
Diokno said the EO pro-

motes competition, more
investments in the satellite
broadband market and will
bring down the cost of internet
services in the country.
Banks with their own
satellites will also be able to
reach the unserved and underserved areas via digital financial services and improve
remittances, bills payments
and the opening of transaction
accounts, added Diokno.
“By leveraging on liberalized access to satellite
technology, banks and other
financial service providers in

remote areas may now be able
put up more access points
such as ATMs, cash agents,
and branch-lite operations.
They can also offer digitalized
payment transaction services
accessible via the internet,”
he said.
The BSP governor said that
satellite technology is ideal for
areas where it is more expensive to roll out wired or mobile
networks, such as islands like
the Philippines. This supports
the government’s goal of connecting the whole country in the
shortest possible time.
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Welcome the new
MV Trans-Asia 21

MV Trans-Asia 21 (TA
21), the new vessel of Chelsea Logistics and Infrastructure Holdings Corp.
has completed its sea trial
in Fukuoka, Japan, marking
the company’s new investment amid the coronavirus
disease 2019 (Covid-19)
pandemic.
“The shipping industry
might have been badly hit by
the Covid-19 pandemic but
we are convinced that this
investment will be a meaningful revenue and profit
contributor to the Group,”
Chelsea Group president
and chief executive officer
Chryss Alfonsus Damuy said
in a statement to the Philippine Stock Exchange.
Damuy said the Philippines, being an archipelagic
country composed of 7,641
islands, is largely dependent on shipping to move
people, goods, and services
across the globe.
He also expressed confidence that the shipping

and logistics industry will
recover faster because it is
essential and a necessity in
global trade.
MV Trans-Asia 21 was
built by a highly reputable
Japanese shipyard several months even before the
pandemic and in partnership with one of the biggest
private ship owners in Ja-

pan.
To recall, Dennis Uy,
president of the Udenna
Group, Chelsea’s parent
firm, signed a share purchase agreement in November 2016 with Cebu-based
shipping company TransAsia Shipping Lines Inc.
(TASLI) to acquire the latter.

Udenna Group is Chelsea’s parent firm.
TA 21 has a gross registered tonnage (GRT) of
8,800 tons and can carry a
total of 1,085 passengers,
24 buses and 11 trucks.
During its sea trials,
MV Trans-Asia 21 easily
reached its designed top
speed of 20.1 knots and suc-

cessfully passed all the necessary tests to ensure safe
and efficient operation of
the vessel.
The ship was built at the
Fukuoka Shipyard in Japan
and internationally classified by Nippon Kaiji Kyokai
(ClassNK), one of the largest and most reputable ship
classification agencies in
the world.
TA 21 is the latest and
another welcome addition
to Chelsea’s fleet of 76 vessels composed of 22 roll-on/
roll-off passenger vessels,
10 fast craft, 11 cargo ships,
16 tankers, 16 tugboats, and
a floating dock, through its
subsidiaries Chelsea Shipping Corp., Starlite Ferries
Inc., TASLI and The Supercat Fast Ferry Corp.
“TA 21 will be deployed
at a prime route giving the
Filipino public affordable
and quality service they deserve on board a brand-new
and safe ship,” the company
said.

page and travel restrictions
were stated as some of the
reasons for the plant’s extended outages.”
NGCP is the one sorting
out the yearly Grid Operating and Maintenance Program (GOMP) which tackles
the scheduling of preventive
maintenance of power plants.
It pointed out that if the
plant outages will exacer-

bate, brownout conditions
may still be a ‘worst case scenario’ that Luzon grid ---the
country’s major grid could
be plunged into and for consumers to suffer from.
NGCP explained that the
Luzon grid needs around
4.0-percent of peak demand,
or around 475 megawatts in
regulating power to stabilize
the grid and maintain power equivalent to the largest
plant online of about 647MW
as contingency in case of an
emergency power plant shutdown
If the net operating margin falls below the prescribed
numbers, NGCP will issue
“grid alert notices,” which
calls for rotating power interruptions to protect the integrity of the power grid.
NGCP appeals to the
public “to use electricity efficiently and help prevent any
occurrence of power interruptions due to the lean supply especially in the summer
months.”

Thin summer power supply forecasted
THE National Grid Corporation of the Philippines
(NGCP) warns of the impending thin power supply in
the Luzon grid from April to
August 2021.
This is due to multiple
power plants on extended
outage thereby providing
limited power supply.
The NGCP is seeking intervention primarily from
the government as well as
relevant stakeholders so the
disturbing thinning supply in
this year’s summer months
until August will not result
in power interruptions or
brownouts.
Such
‘intervention’
would be a matter better left
under the command and authority of the Department
of Energy (DOE), the Energy Regulatory Commission
(ERC) and all other relevant
agencies and in collaboration
with the concerned stakeholders, such as the generation companies to act on.
NGCP stated that as the

operator of the country’s
power transmission system,
the company “can only guarantee the dispatch of all and
any available grid resources
but cannot intervene on matters concerning power generation”
The transmission firm
noted that despite the lower power demand because
of the tighter movement re-

strictions due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the overall condition of the power system is
still wobbly because of the simultaneous outages of power
plants.
It
further
stressed
that “technical limitations
brought about by the pandemic such as delay in the
delivery of materials or spare
parts, temporary work stop-
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Basilica, image of Snr. Sto. Niño
declared National Cultural Treasures

THE National Historical
Commission of the Philippines (NHCP) 2021, led the
ceremonial unveiling of the
markers declaring the Basilica Minore del Sto. Niño de
Cebu and the image of Snr.
Sto. Niño as National Cultural Treasures on Wednesday,
April 14.
Present in the event were
NHCP chairperson Dr. Rene
Escalante, Papal Nuncio to
the Philippines Archbishop
Charles Brown, Cebu Archbishop Jose Palma, Presidential Assistant to the Visayas
Sec. Michael Lloyd Dino, and
friars from the Order of Saint
Augustine (OSA) who run
the Basilica.
The declaration concurred with the 500th Anniversary of the First Baptism
that took place in the country.
“As our contribution in
the commemoration, the cultural agencies of our country
have decided to declare the
Basilica of the Sto. Niño de
Cebu as a National Cultural

Treasure, one of the highest
recognitions the State can
give to a particular built heritage,” Escalante said.
“On the part of National Historical Commission
of the Philippines, we have
installed three historical
markers already, one for the

church, which was unveiled
in 1941, another one for the
Magellan’s Cross which was
also installed in the same
year. The most recent is the
marker for the Augustinian
order I personally unveiled
here three years ago,” Escalante said.

Escalante added that the
Basilica Minore is also a declared National Historical
Landmark in 1973, the same
status as that of the Barasoain Church in Malolos,
Bulacan where the Philippine Republic, the first democracy in Asia, was born in

1899.
Escalante also said the
new recognition granted to
the Basilica adds more value
to the heritage site as these
declarations allow the cultural agencies to appropriate
funds for its conservation
without violating the constitutional provision on the
separation of Church and
State.
The image of Senyor Sto.
Niño is the oldest religious
artifact in the country, being was one of the gifts Portuguese explorer Ferdinand
Magellan gave to Hara Humamay when she was baptized as Queen Juana.
More than 40 years after
Magellan’s arrival and his
death, the statue of the Holy
Child was discovered by Miguel Lopez de Legaspi’s soldier inside a burning hut.
It is believed that the site
of the Basilica, which houses
the Sto. Niño is the same spot
where the image of the Child
Jesus was found during Legaspi’s expedition.

DED for Cebu City’s major infra projects begins
THE Detailed Engineering Design (DED) process for
three major infrastructure
projects in Cebu City has begun.
The Department of Public
Works and Highways in Central Visayas (DPWH-7) said
the projects’ target completion is 2037.
These include a 1.1 kilometer (km) flyover from Osmeña
Boulevard corner Natalio Bacalso Avenue to P. Del Rosario

Street corner Leon Kilat; a 1.2
km flyover from Natalio Bacalso Avenue to V. Rama Street;
and a 900-meter underpass
from the South Road Properties to Mambaling road.
Engineer Joshua Monsato, the Highway section chief
of the Planning and Design
Division of the DPWH, said
that the DED had been allotted
funding of P105 million from
the DPWH budget.
The contractor, CEDCO

Engineering is given eight
months to complete the DED
which would include the survey of surrounding areas, the
application of the feasibility
study in the design, and the
actual design of the three infrastructure.
The contractor will only
submit a design to the DPWH
for the three projects but the
actual construction will depend
on the success of the DED.
CEDCO engineers that

they would soon begin the
survey for the right of way
acquisitions especially for the
households and structures
that will be affected by the
road widening of 2.5 meters
from the current road.
Those, whose property will
be affected at below 20 percent, will be compensated on
the value of their affected properties, while those above 20
percent will be compensated
for the whole property.

The compensation will
be in the current market value of the structure and materials as well.
CEDCO said that they
would also incorporate drainage changes as needed in the
design with the expected road
widening.
The DPWH assured that
there would be inter-agency
coordination and compensations would be accorded
properly.

USTDA gives Cebu City grant for smart transport plan
ON WEDNESDAY, April
15, the Department of Finance
(DOF), Department of Transportation (DOTr) and the
United States Trade and Development Agency (USTDA)
signed a $668,000 technical
assistance grant to develop a
masterplan that will improve
mobility and reduce traffic
congestion in Cebu City.
Enoh T. Ebong, USTDA
acting director said the development of a comprehensive plan is expected to be

completed by December 31,
2021, which should include
an intelligent transportation
system for Cebu City.
“Through this partnership with DOTr, we are
supporting the adoption of
state-of-the-art traffic control technologies that will
improve mobility and reduce
emissions on Metro Cebu’s
roadways,” Ebong said.
USTDA said the grant
will assist DOTr in evaluating smart mobility solutions

for Cebu City’s 13 local government units.
The project is also expected to play a vital role
in enhancing system-wide
transportation infrastructure
improvements in the city, including a new bus rapid transit system that is currently
under development.
Transportation Secretary
Arthur P. Tugade said the
people of Cebu City are finally getting closer to realizing
their dream of having an in-

telligent transport system,
which means having a seamless movement of people and
services.
“That’s why our initiative
involves the harmonization
of several projects in Metro
Cebu, including a Bus Rapid
Transit, express service going to the airport and eventually integrating it to rail line
projects,” Tugade said.
Meanwhile, the USTDA
also announced it will open
its office in the US Embas-

sy in Manila later this year,
saying that e3stablishing the
USTDA office in the country
reaffirms the agency’s commitment to redouble its efforts in the Philippines and
across Southeast Asia.
“It will also facilitate the
financing and implementation of our infrastructure
projects through closer engagement with the Asian
Development Bank and other regional financial institutions,” Ebong said.
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Cebu City mulls possibility
of C Peso cryptocurrency
CITY Mayor Edgardo Labella signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with C Pass
Inc. to conduct a feasibility
study for the use of C Peso in
the remittance and payment
system for the public transactions in the city government.
“We are still conducting
a study because we want our
citizens to have a convenient,
business-friendly
cashless
option to settle their transactions with the City Government like business taxes, real
property taxes, Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) credits, and
others, through the cryptocurrency,” said Labella.
The mayor added that
this is in preparation for the
“eventual” economic recovery
from the pandemic.
The results of the feasibility study will be a basis for
further development and how
we can incorporate it into
other commercial uses such
as the BRT.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING. MAYOR EDGARDO LABELLA (SECOND FROM LEFT) SIGNING
THE MOU WITH C PASS INC. TO CONDUCT A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE USE OF C PESO.

The C Peso is a stable coin
that can be bought to load
into the digital wallet and is
marketed to get rid of the inconvenience of having to visit
a bank or to a “pera padala”
for instance.
The value of the coin
should not change regardless
of inflation or fluctuation in
the common currency. It will
retain the same value over the
years.
Labella said the study will
center on the prospect of using C Peso as a web-based or
an app-based remittance and
payment system.
“Dako gayod ni og matabang sa atong low-income
nga mga kaigsuonan, sa mga
OFWs nga mag-remit og
kwarta sa pamilya, sa mga
turista, ug sa atong foreign
investors. I look forward to
the results of our feasibility
study and the unfolding of
this vision for Cebu City,” he
added.

Mayor Ahong Chan recommends In Mandaue City,
allowing entry of foreign tourists meat prices change
LAPU-LAPU City Mayor Junard “Ahong” Chan
will recommend to the Inter-Agency Task Force on the
Management of Emerging
Infectious Diseases (IATFMEID) to allow foreign tourists to enter the city to help
revive the city’s economy
through its tourism industry.
The mayor said he will
ask the IATF to allow those
who were already inoculated
with the Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19) vaccine to
be permitted to enter the city.
“We’re
really hoping
that the tourism industry
in the city will
bounce back.
If
possible,
those who are
already certified who have
been
vaccinated could
be
allowed
to come. Our

economy in the city is really
struggling,” Chan said.
Chan made this statement, despite the report posted by Nagiel Bañacia, head
of the City Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Office (CDRRMO) showing the
city’s symptomatic cases of
the COVID-19 rose in the first
seven days of this month.
“It is critical to LapuLapu City when more patients are symptomatic for
there are only a few hospital
beds dedicated for Covid pa-

tients in the city,” Bañacia’s
post read.
Chan, however, was not
at all alarmed and said that
the city has already flattened
the curve on the transmission of the virus.
“Based on the report of
Dr. Ronald Oporto, medical chief of the Lapu-Lapu
City Hospital, the number
of cases is not that high. At
the ARC, we will know if the
number of cases had really
gone up” he added.
According to the case
bulletin
issued by the
Department
of Health in
Central
Visayas (DOH7) on April 12,
2021, LapuLapu City has
only
logged
13 new cases
of the virus,
with 871 total
active cases.

BASED on the price monitoring of Mandaue City’s Market Authority, prices of meat in
the city have undergone changes this month.
The price of pork lean meat
went down to P260 per kilo
from P270 to P280 last March
while beef lean meat rose from
P360 in March to P380 in April.
Edgar Seno, Mandaue’s
market administrator, said this
is because there is an increase
in the supply of pork and a decrease in the supply of beef.
According to the market
authority, the highest price of
pork meat they have recorded
was last January and February
which reached P300 due to the
scant supply at that time.
On the other hand, the
price of chicken ranged from

P200 to P190 per kilo depending on the parts. Chicken blood
was at P20 per kilo, feet, head,
and intestines at P110 per kilo,
neck at P120, wings, thighs, and
breasts at P190 per kilo, and a
whole chicken at P175.
The price range of fish is
stable this month.
Pork meat vendors said
they would rather lower the
price because there are now
only a few people who would
buy meat products as compared before the pandemic
when they could easily sell 3 to
5 pigs a day.
The quarantine restrictions and the high fare were
among the reasons why people
prefer to buy meat from satellite markets than at the city’s
public market.
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FINALLY, AFTER 3 DECADES

Bohol beneficiaries receive
CLOAs from DAR

SIXTY-SIX agrarian reform beneficiaries finally
received their certificates of
land ownership award (CLOAs) on Friday, April 16 from
Agrarian Reform Secretary
John R. Castriciones.
The momentous occasion put to an end to the
three decades of waiting for
the agrarian reform beneficiaries.
Castriciones and Undersecretary Emily Padilla of the
Support Services conducted
a door-to-door distribution
of land titles to a group of
four beneficiaries in Catigbian town.
He later joined the
“HEART Caravan” in Trinidad town.
The “HEART Caravan”
is a pool of services for the
province’s less privileged
organized by the provincial
government headed by Gov.
Art Yap in partnership with
2nd District Rep. Aristotle
Erico Aumentado.
Castriciones personally
gave the certificates of land
ownership award (CLOAs)

SECRETARY JOHN CASTRICIONES (IN RED SHIRT) SPEARHEADS THE DAR-TO-DOOR DELIVERY OF
LAND TITLES — CERTIFICATES OF LAND OWNERSHIP AWARD — IN CATIGBIAN TOWN, BOHOL LAST
FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 2021. DAR

to the rightful beneficiaries
of the Bohol Cattle Corporation property with an area of
111.8483 hectares in Barangay San Vicente, Trinidad
town.

“Please do not sell your
farm lots. Harness them,
make them more productive
and be the country’s new heroes that you can be,” Castriciones told farmer-beneficia-

ries.
DAR-Central
Visayas
Director Resty Osias and
Bohol agrarian reform program officer-in-charge Eddie
Manginsay and other DAR

officials and personnel joined
Saturday’s event.
It’s going to be an unforgettable day for the farmer-beneficiaries in Kinanoan Farmers MPC, an ARBO
in ARC Eastern Trinidad,
Trinidad town as Castriciones would deliver to them
a dump truck worth P3.59
million and a four-wheel 90
horse power tractor worth
P4.15 million and another
dump truck for the Mufampuco under the DAR’s Agrarian Reform Community Connectivity Economic Support
Services (Arccess) project.
The DAR contingent will
later have a dialogue with
officials and members of the
Mantacida United Famers
Multi-Purpose Cooperative
(Mufampuco) in Catigbian
town before proceeding to the
Bohol Federation of Agrarian
Reform Communities Cooperative (Bfarcco), near the
provincial capitol in Tagbilaran City, along with Bohol 1st
District Rep. Edgar M. Chatto, to see the farmers’ finest
products that are on sale.

Smart gives free pocket wifi to students New Tagbilaran City port
SMART
Communicaterminal inaugurated
tions, Inc. gave 300 pocket
Wifi devices to high school
and college students and
youth organizations in Bohol
province on Friday.
Maryknoll
Daniel
Romerde, customer development manager of Smart
Communications, Inc. in
Tagbilaran City, said that the
donation of pocket Wifi devices to students and teachers was part of Smart Bro
Donation program to help
students in communicating
during the semester.
Romerde said, Smart Bro
Pocket WiFi is the perfect
companion for students and
teachers in the shift to blended learning. It is versatile
enough that users can connect to the internet anytime,
anywhere. As many as 5 gadgets can link up to it sharing
the connection with the rest

of the family.
Beneficiaries from 14
towns in Bohol attended Friday’s program. It was also
graced by Bohol 2nd district Rep. Aris Aumentado
and his wife Vanessa, Violy
Reyes, wife of Ubay Mayor
Constantino Reyes, Sangguniang Kabataan Federated President of Ubay Ron
Adrian Boyonas, John Maraguinot of Youthlead Philippines and Smart heads and
personnel.
Vanessa thanked Smart

for including President Carlos P. Garcia, Getafe, Ubay,
Bien Unido and Talibon in
the second district.
“I would like to thank
Smart Communications for
this very functional, useful and timely gift for our
students and teachers and
youth. Naghunahuna sila asa
makatabang that our students and teachers can adapt
to the new normal,” Vanessa
said in her speech.
“If Wifi was a luxury or
optional before, now it is

THE Department of
Transportation (DOTr) inaugurated the passenger terminal at the Port of Tagbilaran on Wednesday, April 14.
DOTr said the building,
which is within the Passenger Terminal Complex of the
port, is a massive two-storey
building with a total floor area
of 1,843.37 square meters.
The new terminal has a
capacity of 1,110 passengers,
which is three times its previous capacity of 497 passengers.
Transport Secretary Arthur Tugade led the inauguration, along with Philippine
Ports Authority (PPA) General Manager Jay Santia-

go and PPA Port Manager
James Gantalao.
It was also attended
by Representatives Edgar
Chatto, Aris Aumentado and
Alexie Tutor, and Tagbilaran
Mayor Baba Yap.
Tugade said the passenger terminal building was
another significant milestone for the country’s maritime sector fulfilled during
Duterte’s administration.
The port development
project also encompasses
the construction of a pumphouse and appurtenances,
and the installation of concrete pavement, as well as
the R.C. duct bank and lamp
post foundation.

already a necessity during
the pandemic for students
to succeed academically by

means of accessibility and
flexibility of learning,” she
added.
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Mass legal action against
Facebook over data leak

FACEBOOK users whose
data was compromised by a
massive data leak are urged
to take legal action against
the tech giant.
About 530 million people had some personal information leaked, including, in
some cases, phone numbers.
A digital privacy group
is preparing to take a case to
the Irish courts on behalf of
EU citizens affected.
Facebook denies wrongdoing, saying the data was
“scraped” from publicly
available information on the
site.
Antoin Ó Lachtnain, director of Digital Rights Ireland (DRI), warned other
tech giants its move could be
the beginning of a domino effect.
“This will be the first
mass action of its kind but
we’re sure it won’t be the
last,” he said.
“The scale of this breach,
and the depth of personal information compromised, is
gob-smacking.”

He added: “The laws are
there to protect consumers
and their personal data and
it’s time these technology
giants wake up to the reality
that protection of personal

data must be taken seriously.”
DRI claims Facebook
failed to protect user data
and notify those who had
been affected.

The data leak was first
discovered and fixed in 2019,
but was recently made easily
available online for free.
DRI said individual users who take part in the legal

action could be offered compensation of up to €12,000
(£10,445) if it is successful
- based on what it says are
similar cases in other countries.
“If successful this could
well set a precedent and
open the door to further
class action down the line,”
Ray Walsh, a digital privacy
expert at ProPrivacy, told the
BBC.
“Big Tech might then
find that being made to compensate individual users is
a strong reminder to work
harder on privacy compliance,” he added.
On Thursday, the Irish
Data Protection Commission
announced its decision to
launch an investigation into
the leak.
It will assess whether any
parts of the GDPR or Data
Protection Act 2018 were
infringed by Facebook and
if found to be in breach, the
social media giant could face
fines of up to 4% of its turnover.

Turkey to send a delegation to Iran starts enriching
Egypt as it seeks to repair ties uranium to 60% purity
TURKEY’S Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said
it will send a delegation to
Egypt led by its deputy foreign minister in early May, as
Ankara ramps up a push to
repair strained ties with Cairo
after years of animosity.
But analysts say Cairo
is more cautious about Turkey’s intentions as it still
awaits clear signs of Ankara’s
end of support to Egyptian
Muslim Brotherhood members and other Egyptian extremists based in Turkey.
Egyptian sources say Egyptian authorities also want the
extradition of extremist elements charged with terrorism offences.
Last month, Turkey
said it had resumed diplomatic contacts with Egypt
and wanted to further cooperation, eight years after
ties crumbled over the 2013
Egyptian army toppling a

MEVLUT CAVUSOGLU

Muslim Brotherhood president close to Ankara.
A thaw in ties between
the regional powerhouses
could have repercussions
around the Mediterranean.
They have backed rival sides
in the war in Libya and sealed
conflicting maritime deals
with other coastal states.
Cavusoglu, however, said

on Wednesday that a new period was beginning in Turkey-Egypt ties, saying that
Cairo had invited the Turkish delegation to visit Egypt
in the first week of May to
discuss ties.
He added that a meeting with Egyptian Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry, to
whom he spoke at the weekend, would take place after
those talks.
Cairo has said Turkey’s
actions “must show alignment with Egyptian principles” to normalize ties. Last
month, Ankara asked Egyptian opposition TV channels
operating in Turkey to moderate their criticism of Cairo, in the first concrete step
aimed at easing diplomatic
tensions.
The request appeared to
be an attempt by Turkey to
curry favour with Egypt in a
bid to mend relations.

THE International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the
U.N. nuclear watchdog, confirmed that Iran has started the process of enriching
uranium to 60% fissile purity
at an above-ground nuclear
plant at
Natanz.
The
m o v e
has complicated
talks
a i m e d
at
reviving
Iran’s nuclear
deal with major
powers as it is a big
step towards producing
weapons-grade uranium.
Iran had previously only
reached 20% purity, and that
was already a breach of the
deal, which says Iran can
only enrich to 3.67%.
Iran made the step in response to an explosion that
damaged equipment at the

larger, underground Fuel
Enrichment Plant at Natanz.
Tehran blamed Israel and
named a man wanted in connection with the blast.
UF6 is uranium hexafluoride, the form in which uranium is fed into centrifuges
for enrichment.
“According
to Iran’s declaration to the
IAEA, the enrichment level of the UF6
produced
at
PFEP
was 55.3%
U-235.
The Agency
took a sample
of the
produced UF6
for destructive analysis to
independently verify the enrichment level declared by
Iran. The results of this analysis will be reported by the
Agency in due course,” the
report said.

